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Impact Statement
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We are essential for diverse law students who need financial and emotional support because we
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Overview
The Diversity Access Pipeline, Inc. Journey to Esquire® Scholarship & Leadership Program (JTE)
is based in Tampa Bay, Florida. It is an intensive year-long program for third-year law students
from local law schools, Stetson University College of Law and Western Michigan University
Cooley Law School. It is designed to address the lack of diversity in law by infusing the pipeline
with highly qualified, diverse law students who have undergone intensive training and professional
development. The program aims to help historically underrepresented law students overcome the
barriers to entry and retention in the legal profession. The diversity identifiers include race,
gender, sexual orientation and identity, disability, religion, nationality and national origin,
first-generation college, and law students, among other diversity demographics. The Program also
provides $2,000 cash scholarships to its scholars upon graduation to offset the high costs
associated with bar exam preparation and admission.
Even as the number of minority law students increases, diverse lawyers remain underrepresented
at the forefront. The legal profession is not diversifying at the top. This lack of diversification is
due, in part, to a professional culture that is not yet fully willing to yield to the changes that having
a diverse workforce requires. One way to combat this disparity is to shift the status quo by
assisting more diverse lawyers in getting into positions with a clear pathway to the top.
Starting with diverse law students, JTE aims to identify the most prevalent hurdles to achievement
and prepare them to tackle these issues as lawyers in law school. Among these hurdles is a lack of
mentorship, misunderstandings regarding the culture of law firms and other legal workplaces, lack
of constructive and constant feedback, failure to network and advocate for one’s own work and
value in the workplace, and lack of leadership roles and opportunities, perceived or actual deficits
in writing skills, access to prestigious positions such as judicial clerkships, and maintaining
wellness while working a rigorous and demanding schedule, balancing all of the burdens of a
professional career and family obligations.
Through its rigorous program, JTE aims to assist diverse third-year law students in procuring
career-building internships, partnerships, and entry-level positions at law firms and judicial
clerkships. JTE’s long-term goal is to develop and prepare the next generation of diverse attorneys
to enter and remain in the pipeline while giving them the tools, network, and community of
supporters who will help them succeed.
Although the program currently focuses on third-year students, the hope is to increase the
membership to all law students and college students interested in the law (“JTE for Undergrads'')
by particularly focusing on community colleges (Hillsborough Community College and St.
Petersburg College), which have more diverse populations and also have students who match or
outperform their classmates who attend four-year universities; and to first-year attorneys (the “4L
Program'') where the support can continue from the start of the law school career and beyond.
This model goes hand in hand with our objective of assisting historically underrepresented groups
from matriculating into the legal profession. Also, the students will complete their community
www.journeytoesquire.com
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service project by evaluating submissions from middle school students for our annual Law Day
contest.

Goals
1. Develop and prepare the next generation of diverse attorneys to enter and remain in the
pipeline while giving them the tools, network, and community of supporters to help them
succeed.
2. Create lawyers who will lead, mentor, and inspire. We do so by training diverse third-year
law students in topics such as mentoring (receiving mentoring and mentoring younger
students), networking (proactively building a network of colleagues and potential mentors
and sponsors), refining legal writing skills to prepare for real-world writing, maintaining
wellness (to combat negative impacts of long hours in a stressful career), time management
(particularly for students who will enter billable hour arrangements), and diversity (to
become champions of diversity in their workplace, bar associations, and other professional
environments).
3. Feed the pipeline with highly qualified and trained attorneys of diverse backgrounds. JTE
seeks to ensure a steady stream of diverse attorneys equipped with the tools they need to
grow the profession and shape it in a way inclusive of people of different backgrounds.
4. By the end of the year-long intensive program, students will be able to
a. manage time and priorities—not just in terms of work-life balance but also to
partake in voluntary bar associations and other professional activities.
b. incorporate into their daily lives lawyer wellness techniques to help prevent the
fatigue that precludes many lawyers from mobilizing through the ranks.
c. mentor elementary and middle school students at a law-based magnet program.
d. conquer bar prep well in advance of their bar preparation course.
e. hone their writing by adopting the practical techniques taught using Bryan
Garner’s curriculum at a legal writing workshop.
f.

Develop leadership skills and will be prepared to take on leadership roles of their
own in the profession.

g. Apply for federal judicial clerkships

Specifications
JTE tracks the progress of the students in the program and those invited to participate in the
writing workshop and bar preparation seminar. Thus far, students have found that they are more
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confident in their writing and feel more prepared to pass the bar exam for the first time after
attending the seminars.
JTE will track its scholars' post-graduation to monitor their professional careers. Critically, JTE will
track the percentage of its scholars that obtain federal clerkships or big law employment within
five years of graduating from the program.
The program will measure incremental progress in other ways as well. At the outset, JTE has the
interviewees complete a metrics survey to determine their comfort level with their various
modules, i.e., legal writing, networking, etc. They also complete a grammar and punctuation exam,
draft a writing sample, do a 5-minute presentation, and individual and group interviews to gauge
their readiness and skill level. At the exit interview, scholars will complete another survey asking
similar questions to the first one at the interview to gauge their progress.
JTE will also utilize metrics surveys to measure student progress and growth to ensure that the
program works and fine-tune it as needed. To get real-time feedback from its scholars about the
program's effectiveness, JTE will have students complete a metrics survey regarding their feelings
of preparedness to enter the profession at the beginning, the halfway point, and end of the
program. Scholars will also complete brief metrics surveys before and after the skills-centric
modules: the writing and bar prep workshops. They also have one-on-one meetings with the JTE
coordinator to gauge their readiness and comfort level, will participate in mock interviews, go
through a resume review, and create a 500-word essay about diversity for publication.
JTE will continue its model from the pilot program and hold monthly modules targeting each
program objective. Specifically, JTE will seek out local attorneys with expertise in each subject
matter. Each presenter will share his or her experience and offer the students easy-to-follow
strategies they can implement in their lives and practice to attain the same end goal.
Each module is recorded for later use in videos to post on YouTube and in the podcast, which other
students can access. JTE will also use the recordings of the modules from the pilot program to put
on YouTube and in its “Journey to Esquire” podcast to make the materials available to a wider
audience of students.
After each module, students write a brief reflection that makes them consider the advice they
received and create a plan to implement it into their practice. These reflections incorporate
metacognition strategies, which allow the scholars to become active consumers of the lessons
they are learning, increasing the likelihood that they will act on them.
Although it is not always indicative of a prospective employee’s abilities--or lack thereof--JTE also
recognizes that GPA is often a critical factor in employment decisions. To that end, GAP requires
its scholars to maintain a minimum GPA of 3.0. JTE tracks GPA throughout the program and
encourages its scholars to take advantage of tutoring services their respective law schools offer if
they struggle with academics.
Additionally, JTE will pair each scholar with a mentor—an attorney who has set herself or himself
apart in the legal community by giving life to the principles upon which JTE is founded.
www.journeytoesquire.com
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Recognizing that not all successful attorneys make good teachers, JTE handpicks its mentors,
ensuring they have the time and commitment necessary to make each mentoring relationship
successful. Scholars are required to meet with their mentors at least twice. Still, they are
encouraged to foster long-standing relationships so that the students can fully reap the benefits of
the mentoring relationship. Spending quality time with a practitioner who has forged his or her
own way will provide not only inspiration but also concrete guidance by which the law students
can abide. JTE will also encourage its scholars to consult with their mentors about the difficulties
they encounter in law school. The mentors will complete an evaluation form at the end of the
program to measure the scholar's progression from the first meeting to the second.

The Journey to Esquire® IDEALS.
Our IDEALS include inclusion, diversity, equity, access, leadership, and service. We define these
IDEALS in the following ways:
●

●
●

●
●
●

Inclusion-the practice or policy of providing equal access to opportunities and resources
for people who might otherwise be excluded or marginalized, such as those who have
physical or mental disabilities and members of other minority groups; the practice of
ensuring that people feel a sense of belonging in the workplace.
Diversity-the practice or quality of including or involving people from a range of different
social and ethnic backgrounds and of different genders, sexual orientations, etc.
Equity-the quality of being fair and impartial; equity is the process of ensuring that
processes and programs are impartial, fair, and provide equal possible outcomes for every
individual.
Access- the right to obtain or make use of or take advantage of something (as services or
membership).
Leadership- the art of motivating a group of people to act towards achieving a common
goal.
Service- giving back to the community at large, including, but not limited to, pro bono

State of Diversity in the Legal Field
The legal profession suffers from a staggering lack of diversity. Part of the issue stems from a lack
of diverse students attending college or graduate school. But that is only the first phase of the
problem. More and more diverse students are graduating from law school, but their
representation at the top of the profession remains disproportionately low.
Further, every single month since the inception of this program, JTE identified articles regarding
the lack of diversity in the legal field, nationally and locally, ranging from bar articles in the New
York Times, Atlantic magazine, the ABA Journal, and Above the Law. Further, the ABA Commission
On Women in the Law recently released the findings of its study, which confirms what minorities
and women in the law already know and experience, the legal field is lacking and failing some of its
www.journeytoesquire.com
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most talented workers. And members of general counsel in corporations have also recognized the
lack and signed (another) proclamation that law firms that do not diversify will lose their business,
but many doubt that this initiative will go beyond lip service.
These trends are why JTE seeks to cultivate diverse attorneys who will make their way to the
profession's top. It recognizes that federal clerkships and big law firm experience create a clear
pathway to success in the law. They open up doors to power that are otherwise difficult to open.
However, attorneys of color from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds and other
underrepresented groups have difficulty attaining and maintaining these positions. JTE recognizes
the failures of the legal profession to accommodate differently-abled yet qualified attorneys and
seeks to provide them with the tools necessary to overcome the barriers to entry.
As reported by the American Bar Association in 2016, minority lawyers often face hostile work
environments. This is largely because they are not fairly represented in these spheres—the
profession is still a staggering 88% white. JTE operates from the perspective that to correct these
inequities, it is critical to infuse big law firms with minority attorneys. There is no other way to
attain the necessary cultural change.
Indeed, the entry of diverse attorneys into the profession over the last couple of decades has done
little to correct the inequities comprehensively. But given our current political and social climate,
now is the time to act. Although the disparity is staggering, there exists a lot of momentum
surrounding this issue. Law firms are prioritizing diversity efforts. Because we have conceptual
buy-in from employers, it is the ideal time to build strategic partnerships to further our goal.
Further, the trend is moving away from judges and law firms training new attorneys; they seek
attorneys who will “hit the ground running,” and JTE provides the type of practical training which
meets that need.
More importantly, today’s political and social climate has emboldened people from diverse
backgrounds to capitalize on, rather than shy away from, the facets of themselves that make them
different. Millennials largely refuse to shy away from being their authentic selves. Indeed, JTE
strives to emphasize this in its own scholars. The culmination of these varying factors renders now
the ideal time to re-invigorate efforts to infuse the pipeline.
Moreover, Tampa Bay, Florida, is the perfect breeding ground for these efforts. It has two law
schools, a federal courthouse housing several magistrate and district court judges, one appellate
judge, several county and circuit courts, and a state appellate court. The Tampa Bay region is also
increasingly diversifying, particularly in its metropolitan areas. For example, as of 2010, the city of
Tampa was 46.3% non-Hispanic Whites, 23.1% Hispanic or Latino, and 26.2% Black or African
American. St. Petersburg’s population was 64.3% non-Hispanic White, 23.9% Black or African
American, and 6.6% Hispanic or Latino.
The Tampa legal community has produced countless revolutionaries—women and people of
color—who managed to break glass ceilings and attain great heights within the profession. But
each was largely left to their own devices to forge the path. Local bar associations, such as the
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George Edgecomb Bar Association, the Hillsborough Association for Women Lawyers, the
Hillsborough County Bar Association, the Tampa Hispanic Bar Association, and the St. Petersburg
Bar Association, have all engaged in efforts to diversify the legal community.
There are upwards of 20 voluntary bar associations in Tampa Bay. But there was no pipeline
program in the region before we started one. The Tampa Bay area was devoid of a concerted
effort to help underrepresented groups attain a higher status in the profession and pay it forward
once they gain access to power. As such, the ground was fertile for JTE to sow its seeds, providing
diverse law students with a blueprint they can easily implement to help them reach heights within
the local and national legal community.

Financials
Diversity Access Pipeline, Inc.
Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash & Equivalents

$13,072.81

Pledges receivable

$10,962.72

Donor Restricted Funds

$12,875.00

Contributions In-Kind

$2,200.00

Total Assets and Income

$39,110.53
Liabilities

Scholarships

$10,375.00

Law Day Contest

$750.00

Operating Expenses

$2,333.69

Total Liabilities and Operating Expenses

$13,458.69
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Meet Our Team
The Program launched in 2018 and was piloted through the
Tampa-based George Edgecomb Bar Association for its first year. JTE
was founded by Joseline J. Hardrick, the Board President. The board
members are uniquely suited to be at the forefront of a successful
pipeline program through their personal backgrounds and professional
accomplishments.
Joseline Jean-Louis Hardrick is a child of Haitian immigrants who came
to this country fleeing a dictatorship and seeking opportunities for their
children. She learned English as her second language. She grew up poor,
sometimes without more than one meal daily. She shared one set of
clothes with her two sisters and relied heavily on subsidized meals and
transportation at school. She also attended public educational
institutions from kindergarten through high school. She later attended a
private university in New York City on a scholarship. She saw the stark
differences between her life growing up and those with access to wealth,
power, and influence.
As she continued her education and grew her career through pipeline programs, she understood
the importance of the additional training needed for people like herself to succeed in these
competitive environments. JTE is the manifestation of the lessons she learned through her life
experience. As an outsider to the Tampa Bay area, she is uniquely qualified to understand how to
navigate the legal industry here as she has built a strong network of attorneys of all backgrounds,
judges, and other stakeholders. She worked at a big law firm for almost four years in litigation and
completed five years of clerking at the federal level. Her goal is to show students the path towards
excellence, self-sufficiency, and courage despite the statistics indicating that they may not
otherwise succeed. She deeply understands that although she has no control over the industry, she
can control herself and her actions, a lesson she hopes to instill in JTE scholars. Ms. Hardrick
received The Florida Bar Young Lawyers Division 2019 Diversity Award for her work with JTE.
Marisol Ruiz advises businesses on various employment-related
matters and defends them in litigation.Before joining Fisher Phillips, she
represented plaintiffs and defendants in high-stakes complex
commercial litigation regarding intellectual property, breach of contract,
and fraud throughout Florida and the United States. A native of Tampa,
Marisol is a passionate advocate who volunteers for numerous pro bono
projects, including helping children in foster care and assisting Bay Area
Legal Services with its cases. Marisol graduated from the University of
Florida in 2013 with bachelor’s degrees in Criminology and Anthropology and a J.D. in 2017.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Darnesha Carter Foli has a variety of experience in commercial
litigation. She has been instrumental in getting clients favorable results in
matters involving products liability, trade misappropriation, construction,
employment, healthcare, insurance, and securities law. Darnesha served
as a senior law clerk to the Honorable Mary S. Scriven of the U.S. District
Court for the Middle District of Florida. There, she conducted legal
research, drafted orders, managed and monitored a portion of the case
docket, and assisted the Eleventh Circuit Pattern Jury Instruction
Committee. Darnesha was the valedictorian of her class at Stetson
University College of Law, the first African American woman in the school’s history to achieve that
honor. She was also awarded the Edward D. Foreman Most Distinguished Student Award.
Darnesha has also been recognized by local organizations for her commitment to pro bono service.

Sarah Lahlou-Amine is a Board Certified Attorney in Appellate Practice
who practices in all state and federal appellate litigation areas. In addition
to handling all types of appeals and original proceedings, Sarah is
frequently retained for the strategic focus she brings to trial court
litigation, helping clients and trial lawyers create records suited to both
protect favorable rulings and document grounds for reversal in the event
of an adverse outcome. Sarah served as Chair of the Appellate Practice
Section of the Florida Bar and has been consecutively recognized in the
Florida Super Lawyers magazine since 2010. She has garnered an AVⓇ Preeminent distinction,
the highest available mark for professional excellence from Martindale-Hubbell’s Peer Review
Ratings. She has been repeatedly recognized for her dedication to pro bono service.

Jamila S. Little is an attorney licensed to practice law in Florida and in the
Caribbean. Her practice areas include immigration, criminal defense,
personal injury, and business law. Jamila continues representing her
clients in State and Federal court as an immigration attorney in Tampa
Bay. She hails from Trinidad and Tobago. Jamila graduated with honors
from Spelman College in Atlanta, GA, where she majored in Economics
and minored in Business Administration. She obtained her Master in
Business Administration (MBA) from Clark Atlanta University School of
Business with a concentration in Finance. She worked in the Banking and Finance Industry for
several years before becoming an attorney. She received her Juris Doctorate from Florida
International University College of Law in Miami, FL. As a Florida Bar Fellow, Jamila worked at
Catholic Charities Legal Services in Miami, FL, where she assisted with several immigration cases.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Ms. Bell is an Associate at Bush Ross, P.A. practicing Bankruptcy and
Commercial Litigation. Brielle represents debtors, creditors, and trustees
in Chapter 11 and 13 reorganizations and Chapter 7 liquidations. She also
represents parties in all aspects of litigation in federal and state courts.
Before joining the Board, Brielle was one of the inaugural scholars in the
Diversity Access Pipeline program. Brielle graduated cum laude from
Stetson University College of Law and competed on the Moot Court
Board and Stetson Trial Team. While at Stetson, Brielle interned with the
Honorable Charlene E. Honeywell in the Middle District of Florida and, in 2018, Ms. JD Fellow.
She has clerked with the Honorable Roberta A. Colton in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Middle
District of Florida.
Jonathan N. Kernizan is a personal injury attorney at Steinger, Greene &
Feiner’s Tampa and Saint Petersburg locations. Jon has experience as a
pre-litigation attorney and a passion for justice. Before pursuing a career
in law, Jon served in the United States Navy, where he deployed in
support of Operation Enduring Freedom aboard the USS Harry S. Truman.
He graduated from St. Thomas University College of Law cum laude and
earned distinctions in Advanced Legal Writing and Trial Advocacy. Jon
also held leadership roles in the St. Thomas Law Review, St. Thomas Trial
Team, and The Florida Bar YLD Law Student Division. He clerked for Judge Spencer D. Levine at
the Florida Fourth District Court of Appeal and argued appeals before the Florida Third District
Court of Appeal. Jon is fluent in both English and Spanish.

The board members have more than just personal experiences that qualify them to be at the helm
of this undertaking. Through JTE’s pilot year, they forged partnerships with local bar associations
and recruited top-notch speakers to present at the various modules. Significantly, JTE partnered
with the George Edgecomb Bar Association, The Florida Bar, the Hillsborough County Bar
Association, St. Petersburg Bar Association, the Clearwater Bar Association, and The Fred G.
Minnis BAR Association. JTE’s success during its pilot year is a testament to the fact that JTE has
community support, which is the first step necessary to ensure long-term success for JTE scholars.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Meet Our Students
Diversity Access Pipeline, Inc.’s Internship
Program
We had 4 law students complete an internship. Logan
Jackson (center), Tisheana Burton (left), Jessica Sivillo
(far left), and Jamal Roberts (not pictured). Each student
was in charge of a certain task related to our
programming so that they could learn how a nonprofit organization operates and get access to our
training modules, mentors, relationships, and networking opportunities. The students signed an
Unpaid Internship Agreement and assisted with creating and publishing the Podcast, publishing
and editing the Blog and social media, and setting up modules and events.
Inayah Smith-Marsette, WMU Cooley Law School Class of 2022, participated in
the program (i.e., did not receive a scholarship) and attended several modules.
Inaya received bar exam coaching from a board member every week. Se
successfully passed the Minnesota Bar Exam on her first try. She is admitted to
practice law and obtained a position with a Minnesota judge as a law clerk.

Jeanneth Miranda, WMU Cooley Law School Class of 2022, participated in the
program (i.e., did not receive a scholarship) and attended several modules. She
received bar coaching from a board member. She also received a mentor for
guidance during her last year of law school Jeanneth passed the Florida Bar exam
on her first try, was admitted to practice law, and obtained her position with
Florida’s 13th Judicial Circuit State Attorney’s Office.

Journey to Esquire: Scholarship & Leadership Program
Six outstanding students from Stetson University College of Law and Western Michigan
University - Thomas M. Cooley Law School’s Tampa Bay Campus completed our program this year.
As we all know, the Covid-19 pandemic has taken the world as we know it and turned it into
something else completely. Many individuals put plans on hold, including potential employers.
Thus, our students have mostly had to focus on their bar exam studies and will pursue job
opportunities more vigorously after the summer administration of the exam. Below we share what
they hoped to gain from the program.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Presenting the Journey to Esquire: Scholarship & Leadership Program Class of 2022
Leah Le’vell graduated from Stetson University College of Law in May 2022.
She graduated from the University of Maryland and obtained her B.S. in
Criminal Justice. She is from Atlanta, Georgia.
Leah had the opportunity to work at the White House during the Trump
administration and experienced the inner working of our government
firsthand.
She has a “protagonist” personality. She seeks a position in a law firm doing
litigation or transactional work.
She plans to sit for the Florida Bar Exam in February 2022.
“I know I keep honing in on this, but it's absolutely key … when I'm not doing
community service of some sort. I just don't feel like my life is complete….”

Kourey Hendryx-Bell graduated from WMU Cooley Law School in August
2022. She received her B.A. in Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: History and
Psychology from the University of South Florida. She is from Leland,
Mississippi.
Korey attended law school while working full-time for the City of St.
Petersburg as a Contracts Compliance Coordinator.
Kourey has an “advocate” personality. She hopes to continue doing
compliance work and expand into litigation.
She plans to sit for the Florida Bar Exam in February 2022.
“Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible. And I
think with the program, it just kind of reinforced this idea that your dreams
are attainable if you just put in the work.”
David Mitchell graduated from Stetson University College of Law in May
2022. He received his B.A. in Political Science from Florida Atlantic
University.
David is a native of Jamaica and immigrated to the United States as a
teenager. He has had to adjust to American culture and the educational
system. He is the first in his family to attend law school.
He has a “mediator” personality and wants to practice property, tax, and
contract law in South Florida.
David is preparing for the February 2023 Florida Bar Exam.
“There's no deadline to success; just because I didn't achieve a goal…in the
manner in which I anticipated to achieve it, doesn't mean that goal is no
longer achievable, or I can't have other forms of success.”

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Jessica Merker graduated from Stetson University College of Law in May
2022. She graduated from the University of Florida, receiving her B.A. in
English and her Master’s in Education in English Education.
Jessica shared her story of wanting to be her authentic self while she was a
teacher in public school. But she was afraid to do so in that particular
environment. She has since become an advocate for authenticity and hopes
to lead efforts to create more inclusive working environments, especially for
the LGBTQ+ community.
She obtained a position as a staff attorney at Florida’s Second District Court
of Appeal and passed the July 2022 Florida Bar exam.
“The seasons of law now demanding more than silence, taught me what it
means to be queer and gifted me this journey to esquire.”
Lucero Ayala Feliciano graduated from WMU Cooley Law School in January
2022. She received her B.A. in Criminal Justice from the University of Tampa.
Lucero is a native of Puerto Rico. She also owns her own business doing
notary services. She is bilingual and the first in her family to attend college
and law school.
She has a “protagonist” style personality and aspires to leadership roles.
She obtained a position as an Assistant State Attorney for the 13th Judicial
Circuit in Tampa. She passed the February 2021 Florida Bar Exam.
“I am a first-generation student, which means that I applied to college with
blindfolds on and I had to face rejection very early on. … But as many say,
when one door closes, another one opens.”
Neena Sterling graduated from WMU Cooley Law School in January 2022.
She received her B.S. in Criminal Justice from Utica College.
Neena is an immigrant from Costa Rica, where she became a single teenage
mother. She was told that she “threw her life away” and was used as an
example of what not to do. She defied the odds, graduated college and law
school, and hopes to inspire other young people to do the same, regardless of
their circumstances.
She obtained a position as an Assistant State Attorney for the 13th Judicial
Circuit in Tampa. She passed the February 2021 Florida Bar Exam.
“We hear when we're children “the sky is the limit,” but you really don't
believe it. [But] we can really achieve anything. I had a child, my family
migrated here, and I wasn't supposed to be here, but I did. I'm here. ”

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Programs
Journey to Esquire: The Podcast
Journey to Esquire: The Podcast is a resource for students and
lawyers alike, providing the best ways to promote diversity,
create access, and feed the legal pipeline with lawyers who will
lead, mentor, and inspire. The format will vary between
interviews, tutorials, recordings of live events, and individual
stories from legal professionals in the Tampa Bay Area. This
podcast is a Diversity Access Pipeline, Inc. project, a Florida
nonprofit corporation and 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
Students and alumni are guests on the podcast in the Journey
to Esquire: Scholarship & Leadership Program. Season Three had several guests, including
Jonathan Kernizan, Abraham Shakfeh, Marron Gebremeskel, Adeel Bashir, Precious Williams, and
Ray Curtis Petty, Jr. We have almost 1,471 plays. Season 3 is currently being played. It is available
on all podcasting platforms, including Amazon Music, Audible, Spotify, and YouTube.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Journey to Esquire: The Blog
Intern Jessica Sivillo assisted with preparing articles for the blog,
wrote two articles herself, and edited submissions from the Class of
2022. We published several articles covering topics such as how to
develop leadership skills and what diversity means and explore the
organizations’ IDEALS: inclusion, diversity equity access
leadership service.” You can access the articles here.

Journey to Esquire Scholarship Fund
The Board has successfully raised the $14,000 needed to pay
all of our scholarships, with some additional funds remaining to
carry over into the Class of 2023 program year. The
organization paid $12,000 in scholarships to the students
collectively, with the remainder coming from the St.
Petersburg Bar Association ($2,000). We have also started
initiatives that allow donations on the website and fundraising
through merchandise sales.

www.journeytoesquire.com
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Programs with Middle School Students
Journey to Esquire® Law Day Writing and Art Competition
We also hosted our third essay contest for middle school students from Pinellas and Hillsborough
Counties in Florida. Students were asked to participate in the 2022 Law Day Writing & Art
Competition in a 500-word nonfiction essay, fictional story, or art project reflecting the theme.

The winning entry is depicted on the right. To read the
fictional short story and the nonfiction essay that won
second and third place, respectively, visit
www.journeytoesquire.com/lawda.
1st place: Christian Guettler,
Thurgood Marshall Fundamental Middle School
Artwork - colored pencil
2nd place: Ella Owens
Coleman Middle School
Fictional Short Story - Untitled
3rd place: Ava Farchione
Coleman Middle School
Nonfiction Essay "How the Judicial Branch reflects the
rights of US Citizens"
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Modules
This year we had several guest speakers at our modules and the
students were able to network, obtain mentors, and reflect on
the different “soft skills” needed to navigate a career in the law
successfully.
This year we had two legal writing modules taught by practicing
attorneys and two bar exam preparation modules with guest
speakers.
Those four modules were open to all law students at our two
feeder schools. The following topics for the remaining modules:
judicial clerkships, diversity, mentoring, leadership, resume
writing and job search strategies, paying it forward, and lawyer
wellness.
Below are some photographs from the various modules.
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All meetings were held between 10-12 unless otherwise indicated.
8/14 Intern Training Children's Board - Zoom
● 8/21 Board Retreat - Zoom
● 8/28 Interviews The Children's Board and Zoom
● 9/18 Initial Meeting/Photo Shoot - Bush Ross P.A.
●

The Modules Schedule was as follows:
1. 9/25 Lawyer Wellness
2. 10/9 Bar Prep 1
3. 10/30 Mentoring session
4. 11/6 Judicial Clerkships
5. 12/4 Legal Writing 1
6. 12/18- One- on- Ones (by Zoom)
7. 1/8 - Diversity
8. 1/22- Pay it Forward/Pro Bono
9. 2/12 - Leadership
10. 2/26- Legal Writing 2
11. 3/12- Professionalism/Resume Writing - Shani Bennett
12. 3/26 - Bar Prep 2 - Jennifer Duclair
13. 4/9- One-on- Ones (by Zoom)
14. 4/23- Graduation via Zoom
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Scholar Presentations
This year, we were honored to have Tammy Briant Spratling as our keynote speaker for our Virtual
Scholar Presentations. She spoke for several minutes and took questions from the audience.
Thank you to the Community Tampa Bay (CTB) and her for supporting this program.
Ms. Spratling discussed the importance of creating an environment of belonging, diversity, equity,
and inclusion. Each scholar (and one intern) gave presentations about their experiences with the
program. To view the recording of the entire event, click here. To view individual five-minute
presentations, check out The Podcast Scholar Presentations Playlist here.
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Feedback from the JTE Program Students
●

The students have learned much about the importance of lawyer wellness and began
implementing the strategies discussed.

●

The majority of students found that the program met their expectations and those set by
the program at the outset of the school year.

●

They feel more confident in presenting, interviewing, bar preparation, and legal writing.

●

They are interested in pursuing careers in judicial clerking, taking judicial office, and taking
leadership positions in bar associations.

●

They all expressed confidence that they have mentors to assist them in seeking out a
federal clerkship, a position in Big Law, and in other career pursuits.

●

Ten percent of our students this year are immigrants, and English is their second language.
Their ages ranged from 23-38 years old. The students came from all over the country,
including Cleveland, Ohio; St. Louis, Missouri; Stamford, Connecticut; Kingston, Jamaica;
Atlanta, Georgia; Pembroke Pines, Florida; Brooklyn, New York; Leland, Mississippi; San
Juan, Puerto Rico and Zephyrhills, Florida.

When asked, “Did you gain from this program what you hoped you would? Why or why

not?” they responded:
●

●

●

●

●
●

Yes, I did. While interning for Journey to Esquire as the Blog Editor, I truly enjoyed learning
more about the program's mission: IDEALS. Professor Hardrick also connected me with
Judge Bagge-Hernandez, and he has been an incredible mentor thus far. I enjoyed listening
to and learning from the presenters during the Saturday modules as well.
Since I started law school, I've had this overwhelming feeling of inadequacy. I've felt as if
I'm not competent enough to be a lawyer or that I don't have the innate skills that would
make me a "good" lawyer or advocate. In joining JTE, I hoped that I would be able to see
more attorneys that were maybe once in my shoes or once felt similar to how I feel and
that are now successful and have gone on to inspire students like myself. I hoped to be able
to be vulnerable in a safe space. I hoped to gain invaluable and practical skills you can't gain
from reading a case book. I can confidently say that all of my expectations were met, and I
truly appreciate the opportunity to be a part of this program!
Yes, as a first-generation law student, I lacked the information that I needed to get into a
clerkship or big firm; I had never seen it as an option for me. JTE has given me the
confidence boost to feel like I can achieve a job in these places. I am not excluded. The
modules and the guest speakers had the best information one can get while in law school.
I gained more from this program than I could have ever expected. I learned so much about
navigating the legal field successfully while being aware of your mental health. I received
so many resources for bar prep, and I have met in person a few attorneys I met in this
program.
Yes. I was able to gain new contacts with attorneys that look like me.
Yes! This program gave me: (1) tools to understand how to maximize my success as a law
student, (2) a network of support to help me with my law school journey to esquire and
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●

●
●
●

beyond, and (3) confidence in my ability to be successful as a lawyer. The modules and
Saturday meet-ups were a perfect complement to my academic studies, and I'll be forever
grateful for this program.
Yes, I did. When I first learned about this program, I knew that this program could help me
become the lawyer I knew I could be. Participating in this program has helped me land very
helpful mentorships. It has also helped me prepare for the bar exam, and it has helped me
with various resources that can help me prepare for the bar exam. Through each
workshop, I have learned how to transition between law school and my career.
Yes. I am now more confident overall and feel empowered to seize my future
Yes!
Yes, coming into this program, I wanted to gain more insight into being a minority lawyer.
This program allowed me to listen and talk to other law students and practicing attorneys,
which gave me different viewpoints on many different topics.

When asked “Was the program able to help you succeed in your goals for your school year? Why
or why not?” the students responded:
●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

Yes, it was. While attending the Saturday workshops and watching the recordings when I
was unable to attend, I picked up many tips about how to find success during and after law
school. A big goal of mine this school year was to continue developing my knowledge
regarding the Florida Bar Exam and what I can do in school to start preparing myself. Both
the program's modules and my mentor, Judge Bagge-Hernandez, have helped me with this
goal.
One of my goals for this school year was to really work on my grades and the low
self-esteem I have about them. Like most law students, I came from a background of being
pretty serious about maintaining decent grades. Coming to law school and having the GPA
I have now has been very difficult to grasp, to say the least. However, I have tried to look at
my grades in a different light. My grades do not define my intelligence. I've been able to
acquire jobs, fellowships, and internships with my current GPA. Moreover, my GPA has
increased since my first year of law school. I think that the program helped me change my
outlook on what my grades mean by allowing me to be in a space with other students and
even attorneys who I was able to share similar experiences with. It made me feel as if I
wasn't alone. At times when I've felt like I should just give up, I've been reminded that my
grades are not determinative of my entire legal career and that I am worthy of this
opportunity
Yes, I made Dean's List for the first time in law school. I believe it was because my grades
mattered to someone other than me. JTE had me accountable. I pledged to maintain a 3.0,
and I did just that.
This program has significantly improved the confidence and comfort I have within myself
as a minority in the legal field. I was able to speak with so many attorneys who are
minorities that have guided me.
yes. It helped me think about what I want to do with my law degree after graduation
Yes! I was supported academically and personally and not only had a better 3L year but
also feel more confident as I wrap up my studies and prepared to enter practice.
Yes, it was. When I started as a scholar, I was in my last term of law school. Learning about
the bar exam and also my writing taught me skills that I ended up using to do better in my
bar preparation courses in my last term.
Yes. The program gave me the tools I needed to be successful.
www.journeytoesquire.com
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●
●

Yes, the program was a big part of my graduating from law school with honors, passing the
bar for the first time, and getting sworn in as an ASA at the 13th judicial circuit.
Yes, the program pushed me to do more. It helped me manage my time and prioritize
different tasks on my schedule.

Below are some additional statistics on the demographics of the Class of 2022.
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Milestones
Congratulations to
the Class of 2022
scholars and
participants from
WMU Cooley Law
School who passed
the February 2022
Florida Bar Exam.
bar exam. All
students are
employed in legal
positions in Florida
and Minnesota.

Several alumni also
passed the
February 2022
Florida Bar Exam,
some after
repeated efforts to
do so.
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Several alumni also
passed the July
2022 Florida Bar
Exam, some after
repeated efforts to
do so.

Jamila Little Board
Member (pictured
left) attending the
Hillsborough
County Bar
Association
Diversity Fair
displaying the Law
Day Contest
winning entry with
program mentor
Judge Michael
Bagge-Hernandez
(pictured right).
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Adrianna Laforest
Class of 2020
Scholar (pictured
bottom left)has
been named
President of the
Joseph Hatchett
Bar Association for
the 2022 - 2023
Bar Year.

Yasmin Rammaha
Class of 2021
Intern (pictured far
right) being sworn
into the Osceola
County State
Attorney’s Office.
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Assita Toure, Class
of 2019 Scholar,
(bottom right) and
Forest Sutton, Class
of 2020 Scholar
(bottom left))
speaking with
Module Presenter
Steve Berlin at the
Pinellas County
Courthouse to
students about the
practice of law.

Class of 2021 Intern
Yasmin Rammaha
(pictured center)
and Jessical Sivillo
Class of 2022 Intern
(pictured left)
receiving the award
from the Florida
Association of
Women Lawyers
(FAWL) for best law
school FAWL
chapter on behalf of
WMU Cooley Law
School. .
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Class of 2021
Scholar Denia
Angelino started a
nonprofit program
to assist students of
color with bar prep
with her program
“Bar Prep Bestie.”
She fundraised and
provided direct
assistance to
students.

Denia Angelino
Class of 2021 and
her daughter, after
learning she passed
the California Bar
Exam, at a time
when the passage
rate was particularly
low, at only 53%
passage.
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Class of 2022's
Leah Le'Vell
(Scholar) and
Logan Jackson
(Intern) winning the
Fred G. Minnis Bar
Association
scholarship!

Three Class of 2022
alumni are pictured
here after they were
sworn in by the
State Attorney for
Florida’s Thirteenth
Judicial Circuit in
Tampa, FL.
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Kezia Hill, Class of 2021
Scholar, being sworn into
The Florida Bar.

Jessica Merker Class
of 2022 Scholar
received Stetson's
Walter Mann Award,
the Stetson Moot Court
Award of Excellence,
and was nominated to
the Order of Barristers.

Class of 2021 Scholar,
Breyon Love, being
sworn in by Judge
Tangela Barrie, Superior
Court Judge in Georgia.
Breyon became
interested in clerking
after hearing about the
experience in the
program. He turned
down an in-house
counsel position in
Florida to take a
clerkship in Georgia
where he is barred.
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Class of 2020 Intern Ray
Curtis Petty, Jr. had a
long road to his journey
to esquire. He was
considered a special
needs student when he
was young. While
working as a paralegal in
the Air Force Reserves,
he attended law school.
In his last semester of
law school, Ray shared
that his beloved sister
“Coco,” passed away from
sickle cell anemia.
The sudden death
derailed him. Although
he graduated from law
school and was chosen
by his peers to be the
valedictory speaker at
graduation, Ray failed
the bar exam on his first
try by a few points.
He realized that grief
played a role in his
shortcomings, dealt with
the grief, and passed on
his second try. The video
of him and his mom
getting his results has
gone viral.
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Class of 2022 Graduation Photos

Pictured above from top left: Yurielle Menard, David Mitchell (left), Tisheana Burton (center),
Inaya Smith-Marsette, Jeanneth Miranda, Lucero Ayala Feliciano, Neena Sterling, Jessica Merker,
and Leah Le’Vell.
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Media Coverage
●

St. Petersburg Bar Association Magazine Paraclete

The St. Petersburg Bar Association Paraclete Magazine published a featured article about the
Journey to Esquire: Scholarship & Leadership Program in their January/February 2022 edition,
highlighting one of our scholars, Leah Le’Vell, and a past scholar. The St. Petersburg Bar
Association has supported the program since its outset and has done a profile of a scholar since
2019.

●

Hillsborough County Bar Association Magazine Lawyer

Our Founder/Executive Director, Joseline Hardrick was the editor of the Hillsborough County Bar
Association Lawyer magazine. For Law Day, she highlighted the program’s efforts regarding its
essay contest and other activities for the annual observance. The winning entry for the contest
was prominently displayed in the magazine.

●

Class of 2020 Intern Damian J. Rape

The Story of Damian Rape, a Class of 2020 Intern, has also received a lot of media attention. The
article “'Prayer, Passion and Perseverance': One Lawyer's Rough Road to Esquire” discussed his
experience from being arrested to passing the bar. About 10 years ago, when he was 17 years old,
Rape was jailed for petty theft. It was a misdemeanor, but it changed his life’s trajectory. “Prayer,
passion, and perseverance,” he said. “I knew what I wanted, and I was going to get it no matter the
cost. I wasn’t going to let financial resources hold me back from where I wanted to be.” Read the
article here.

●

Class of 2020 Intern Ray C. Petty, Jr.

Class of 2020 Intern Ray C. Petty, Jr.'s story has gone viral in every sense. It all started with a video
he posted to Tik Tok of him and his mother finding out that he passed the bar exam on his second
try. The video can be found here. After that video went viral, several news outlets reached out to
him to discuss his story, including his humble beginnings, and the sudden death of his sister. He has
also participated in panel discussions s with his alma mater to encourage and inspire students and
graduates who may be repeat takers of the bar exam and to share the wisdom he attained as a
result of his journey. Ray is now an officer in the Air Force JAG Corps. Read one of the articles
here. Ray was featured on numerous talk shows, radio programs, and newscasts. His story truly
went viral.
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Donors
Felicienne Pierre
Twelve:Two Training Joseline J. Hardrick
Little Law, P.A. - Jamila S.
Little
Clearwater Bar
Association
St. Petersburg Bar
Association
Sarah Lahlou-Amine

Brielle F. Bell (2019)
Justin Florida Law
Butler Weihmuller Katz
Craig
Daniela Mendez
Kristi Norse
Joe Probasco
Jolyon Acota
Winne Jean
Racheal Aguanno

Forest Sutton (2020)
Dana Goza
Shannon Walker (2019)
Renalia Dubose
Peter Christian-Aigner
Giovanni Giarratanna
Jon Kernizan

Partners
Federal Bar Association-Tampa Bay
Chapter
George Edgecomb Bar Association
Asian Pacific American Bar Association of
Tampa Bay

St. Petersburg Bar Association
Clearwater Bar Association
Ricky Roberts Photography
SAB Strategies
JD Life & Career Coaching

Mentors and Panelists and Supporters
Kim Lopater
Cornelius Demps
Laura Roe
Judge Steve Berlin
Donte Grant
Stephen Rampaul
Mary Rojas
Lorna Brown-Burton
Samantha Howell
Shani Bennet

Korey Henson
Amanda Keller
Caroline Vickers
Natasha Khoyi
Darrin Johnson
Gio Giaratanna
Jared Krukar
Kezia Hill (2021)
Zarra Elias Wong
Allison Fowler

Livian Davidson
Nick Brown
Lisa Knox
Elana Faniel
Gobrrielle Davis
Keith Dubose
Roben West
Jennifer DuClair
Justin Bell ( 2021)

Podcast Guests
Jonathan Kernizan
Abraham Shakfeh
Marron Gebremeskel

Adeel Bashir
Precious Williams
Ray Curtis Petty, Jr.
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Special Thanks to Our Sponsors and Supporters
We’d like to give a special thanks to our sponsors who help make all of this work possible.
Special thanks to the Bench Bar Fund of the U.S. District Courts Middle District of Florida, Butler
Weihmuller Katz Craig, The St. Petersburg Bar Association, The Clearwater Bar Association,
Twelve:Two Training, LLC.
Thanks also to Felicienne Pierre, Little Law, P.A., Ricky Roberts Photography, Jennifer Duclair The
Bar Exam Mentor, Shani Bennet of SAB Strategies, The Tampa Bay Chapter of the Federal Bar
Association, and our board members.
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